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Green Eyed Monster
Orla Gartland

Chords used:     B: 799877 
                 Ebm: x68876 
                 A: 577655 
                 C#m: x46654 
                 E: 022100 
                 F#: 244322 
                 C#: 9,11,11,10,9,9 
                 G#: 466544

Intro: B   Ebm   A   C#m

Verse: B   Ebm   A   C#m
Brushes her bleach blonde hair behind her shoulder
Walks into a room everything STOPS and it gets colder
emptiness brought to everything that feels her touch
so why does everybody love her so damn much ?

PRECHORUS: E   F#   B    E   F#   C#   G#
She fills the line of your sight with her graceful grin
you feel your fists getting tight as jealousy kicks in

*CHORUS*  B   Ebm   A   C#m
Oh goody, the Green Eyed Monster is coming out to play
a mix of jealousy and rage has it bursting from its cage today
Eyes from blue to green, attitude from kind to mean,
and what will happen next, well no one really knows OH NO

Verse: B   Ebm   A   C#m
You know shes up to no good doesn t stop you from wanting to be her
Loads of noise and crowds full of boys all around her whenever you see her
Perfect smile, perfect legs, perfect teeth perfect hair
The way these things are dealed out well it really isn t fair

PRECHORUS: E   F#   B    E   F#   C#   G#
That dress cost Â£1000 must be a SIN
you try to stare at the ground but jealousy will win

*CHORUS x2*  B   Ebm   A   C#m
Oh goody, the Green Eyed Monster is coming out to play
a mix of jealousy and rage has it bursting from its cage today
Eyes from blue to green, attitude from kind to mean,
and what will happen next, well no one really knows OH NO

Bridge: C#m   G# repeated



you feel the hairs stand up at the back of you neck
resort to throwing chairs, but hey what the heck
All this jealousy, is it really necessary
A girl like that ll make a chair leg stuck in the head seem like a fashion
accessory OH

Verse:  B   Ebm   A   C#m
The warm hearted fuzzy pink bunny is coming out to play
bye bye Mr.Green cause you re just too mean for the world today
Everyone loves everyone kisses and hugs is how we get our thrills
its funny the Green Eyed Monster disappeared when I took my happy pills


